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Finally, the very ﬁrst and currently only opportunity to purchase the award-winning Pearl 62 second hand.
This exceptionally well-maintained class winner still has three years remaining on its warranty and will
undoubtedly impress even the most experienced yachtsmen and woman.
Its phenomenal interior designed by famed MBE Kelly Hoppen and its sleek exterior lines by Bill Dixon Design
leave nothing to be desired.
Arrange a viewing for this spectacular yacht and join the growing Pearl family.
MOORING AVAILABLE IN PUERTO PORTALS
GENERAL INFORMATION FOR PEARL 62
Pearl Yachts is excited to share that the ﬁrst hull in the new PEARL 62 line-up is currently under construction.
Oﬃcially unveiled to the industry today at the Cannes Yachting Festival 2019, the new model features exterior
design by revered English yacht designers Bill Dixon, and interior design by multi-award-winning designer Kelly
Hoppen MBE. The new PEARL 62 will be oﬃcially presented to the industry at boot Düsseldorf 2020.
Introducing the PEARL 62
Measuring 18.6-meters with a beam of 5.3-meters, the new PEARL 62 boasts 4 double guest cabins including a
full-beam master suite with its own dedicated entrance.
Designed around maximizing owner’s experience, highlights on-board include spacious ﬂybridge, complete with
a fully-equipped bar and BBQ area for memorable al fresco dining experiences with friends and family. Designer,
Bill Dixon, explains: “On the exterior, the emphasis is on oﬀering the owner a great lifestyle from the forward
seating and sunbathing area, to the aft deck and hi-low platform, with great connection to the sea, and
dedicated storage for jet skis and paddleboards.”
Equipped with a choice of twin Volvo IPS engines, the PEARL 62 oﬀers impressive top speeds of up to 33 knots
and a cruising range of 300 miles.
Deﬁning modern interior design
A long-time collaborator with the Pearl Yachts team, Kelly Hoppen has created a chic new design interior design
theme for the PEARL 62. ‘Modern’ interior centers around sleek detailing created by contrasting materials and
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structured bespoke built-in furniture items. Commenting on the new design, Kelly Hoppen said: “The design for
PEARL 62 is sleek and linear: clean lines and contrasting materials embellish the spaces and aﬀord the interior a
general feeling of reﬁnement. The design ethos is all about the balance of ﬁnishes, textures, and palettes to
create a timeless design that is both beautiful and functional.”
Hoppen’s trademark detailing can be found throughout the PEARL 62, from the ribbed walls to the luxurious
suede bands on the cushions. All materials and furniture items blend to create a luxurious and modern interior.
“Every nuance was considered for PEARL 62,” Hoppen continued, “from bespoke, forward-thinking storage
solutions and gadgets, to high-end detailing. This interior allows the owner to add their personal touches, which
gives her a unique appeal. The luxurious appeal of a traditional superyacht was retained by using exquisite
joinery and detailing along with my signature neutrals, ensuring that every detail blended seamlessly to create
a chic, cutting-edge yacht interior.”
Superior yacht design
The PEARL 62 was designed to have the four cabins and privacy of her successful predecessor and most popular
Pearl to date, the PEARL 60, but this time with Volvo IPS engines positioned right aft. The challenge for Dixon
Yacht Design, Bill Dixon states, was to match the feeling and volume of an aft cabin motor yacht, with the sleek,
sporty, feature-led exterior associated with Pearl Yachts. Dixon explains: “The outstanding owner’s cabin has its
own extremely private access right just forward of the aft deck. Three further guest cabins have their separate
entrance forward, with the two twin guest cabins occupying the full width of the boat. The main deck has galley
aft with a slide away window opening it up to the aft deck, and large areas of side glass add to the spaciousness
of the large saloon and internal helm.”
“The stunning ﬂybridge layout occupies the whole length and features three separate seating zones. I believe
we have succeeded in creating a class-leading design, oﬀering a unique blend of layout and features, with the
Pearl Yachts style.“ASKING PRICE
£1,595,000
LENGHT
61ft
YEAR
2020
STATUS
Used
LOCATION
Mediterranean Sea

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Length : 18.61 Meter
Beam: 5.30 Meter
Engine: Twin VOLVO IPS1200 marine diesel engines
Max speed: 33 Knots
Cabins: 4 (Double)
Heads: 3
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ELECTRONICS
Radar
Radar Detector
Compass
Log-speedometer
Plotter
Repeater(s)
Navigation center
VHF
Cockpit speakers
GPS
Autopilot
Depthsounder
TV set
Radio

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Shore Power Inlet
Generator

OUTSIDE EQUIPMENT/EXTRAS
Teak Cockpit
Cockpit Shower
Teak Sidedecks
Hydraulic Gangway
Radar Reﬂector
Tender
Liferaft
Cockpit Cushions
Cockpit Table
Swimming Ladder

KELLY HOPPEN INTERIOR DESIGN
BILL DIXON NAVAL ARCHITECTURE
INSIDE EQUIPMENT
Hot water
Air conditioning
Oven
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Refrigerator
Bow thruster
Fresh water maker
Sea water pump
Seakeeper
Microwave oven
Washing machine
Heating
Marine head
Manual bilge pump
Electric bilge pump
Dishwasher
Deep freezer
Battery charger
[vc_custom_heading text=”BOOK YOUR PRIVATE VISIT AT CANNES YACHTING FESTIVAL 2022
September 6th – 11th
Vieux Port
Quai Max Laubeuf 083 – 204
“]

VIDEOS
VIRTUAL TOUR
GALLERY
* Price converted into the selected currency for comparison purposes based on current exchange rate. All
particulars are believed correct but cannot be guaranteed.
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